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All AIALYSIS OF WORKER NONAVAILABILITY I
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The purpose of this thesis was to assess the use

of constant nonavailable time estimates in the determination

of Air Force manvower standards. -Analysis of data from I
several sources revealed significant differences in the

amount of time personnel in the various pay grades (military

and civilian) were available for prim-- duty. The effect

upon manpower standards caused by the use of erroneous J
availability estimates is simulated through the application

of various estimates to a work center. The authors conclude

that current methods ,f estimating worker availability are

inadequate and reco=end incornoration of availability

estimates in work sampling studies.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACZGROUN 'M

ThOBIM S2IATEEESNT

Recent years have seen a sharp increase in the
proprtin o th toal Air Force budget" exp-ended for

salaries, ret-irement benefits, and other manpower costs

Iwith th uying power of th eense budget decreasing.

Because of the rising cost- of manpnower, iisbcoming

§ increasingly impotn that recuirements for this valuable

resource be correctly determined. Mannpower resource

recuirezents deemination, one of the primary fnct ion s

of management, is accomplished throutghout the Air Force

by the Manaement. Engineering Progrm (ME,?). Within the

IFP, an estimate of worker availability is applied through-

out reautrements determination ccz-wataticns. Thi~s avail-

able time figure is used as if it were constantC for all

wrork cent"ers in the Air Force. The only -indication of

official awareness t1hat t-he availab-il-ity of assigned Person-

nel may vwaryj i-s the use of,. sersar-ae avai-bility es' ats

for civilian and, mili -ary -ersonne: I T-he authors thought

thtthe ass, 'Izn o 0 a consta5 aia-..bOlt faco f ~ or
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various grades and types of work centers Cotld be invalid.

Ifthe assumiti'-4on were invalid, the result could he a 'loss

[of accuracy in t-.he requirezents deftermination and subseauent

allocatilon of manpower authorizations throag~hout the Air

Additional research iniated -that th-e aut'hor

not alcne in being conCerned about the use of a constantt

estimat-&e for available tine.(ncrzions research Personnel

at Air Staf! are currently analiysis withth

obaerttive of. consgtructing a model which. will nrctict vorezer
availabilit in future tnfrmsl Thdaaicrise

in cost has made ramntpowier a resource which de= nds increased

_managemernt attention to in-sur-.e that recuire-ments are deter-

- j ~mined accurately. Factors such as availblU siae

mutbemrepecs>de Vn.=ineA to preclude degradatIon of

misionc-abaitv .- 6Io inaderuaaa authorizations and/

over-investment in t'he manncwr resource caused by excessive A

£ Iauthoriza t i;ons.

-I e Vol 'owrainr backzround outlin;es the- imact of

rising mnpower costs and nrovides an en>plaa ion of fa ctors

underlying the need& for accuracy in mann-er roieet

d eterminaion.

-krr he -period 9Z th =- I1i2 h sa

jexpenditures for the Brt-en: of Dlefet rnoe =r0M5 .

Ibill-.io o $7.ilo.L=3)Tiigti same perc,

'9
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however, the purchasing power of the defense budget

declined.(9:i) The defense budget, when expressed as a

percentage of the gross national product, declined from

7.9% in 1964 to 6.8% in 1971 (9:141) and expected to

reach 6.4% in 1973.(35:144) When expressed as a percentage

of total federal spending, the decrease is from 44.1% to

30.7%.(9:96) The impact of these percentages on defense

planning can be summed up by the opening sentence to the

1972 Department of Defense publication, The Economics of

Defense SDending: "National Defense spending for fiscal

year (FY) 1973 in dollars of constant buying power will be

at the lowest level since FY 1551."(9:i)

Although the total defense budget is decreasing,

manpower costs have shown a significant increase, both in

terms of constant dollars and as a percentage of the budget.

Between 1968 and 1973, pay and related costs increased from

32.6% of the budget to 52.1%.(54:30) During this same

period the military force was decreased by 1.2 million men.

(9&48) The major cause of the increase in the defense pay-

roll was an attampt to raise military pay to a level commen-

surate with civilian pay in the private sector.(8:3)

The real significance in the rising cost of man-

power is that less money is left for force raintenance and

modernization. Senator Dominick (R-Colo.) voiced his con-

cern in Ordnance when he said, "Since more than half of the

budget if; for manpower, a relatively small amount is left

for new equipment and research and development."(27:283)
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Senator Byrd (D-Va.) indicated that current proceduins

must be examined when he said, "Defense manpower is a very

expensive resource, and it is incumbent on the DOD to manage

it as such."(13) The December, 1972, issue of Fortune

pointed out why we must be concerned with the rising cost

of military manpower: "...while the forces are being paid

better,...they have less capital for investment in the mili-

tary technologies that alone can make their diminished num-

bers count for more."(35:142)

There is considerable effort in Congress and in

defense procurement agencies to obtain the required weapons

to meet the expected threat for the least possible cost.

(35:150) This study will; however, investigate the other

portion of the security dollar--that of manpower costs.

The data presented to this point merely highlight

the effect of past manpower cost increases. There is every

indication, however, that the rising trend in manpower costs

will continue.(8:4) Competitive le'els have now been

reached for most military pay grades and it is a matter of

law that future pay increases will occur automatically as

civilian pay rises.(10:3)

A poiit often overlooked is the fact that in addi-

tion to increases in basic pay, there has been an upward

j adjustment in basic allowance for quarters, as well as a

significant increase in the amount of the reenlistment

bonus payment. Another point which is being given current

I attention is that the significant increases in basic pay



have caused corresponding and proportional increases in the

cost of maintaining the retirement yem. :3) Also,

there are continuing attempts to increase the level of reen-

listment bonuses, continuation pay for "fficers, and bonuses

and special pay for medical officers, lawyers, and nuclear

qualified personnel.(5:4)

The three services have all felt the effects of

rising manpower costs; howe,,er, a comprehensive study of

manpower costs through DOD would be an undertaking quite

beyond the scope of this paper. This study will, therefore,

be limited to the Air Force where the trend of rising mili-

tary manpower costs cited earlier holds equally true.

Budgetary pressures are being felt at al1 levels

of the Air Force organization. Maj Gen Bray (Deputy Chief

of Staff, Plans and Operations, HQ USAF) emphasizes this

when he says, operational managers "...will be constrained

in budgets, in personnel, end in hardware..."(2:287) Over

the past five years, manpower's share of the Air Force

budget has increased at an annual compound rate of approx-

imately five and one-half percent.(3:18) Between 1964 and

1973, the pay and allowances of uniformed Air Force persoL-

nel increaseL from 21.6% to 36.2% of the Air lorce budget.

During the same period, expenditures for the procurement

of aircraft and missiles, prime weapon systems, decreased

from 29.3% to 12.3%.(44&53) The significance of the per-

centages is perhaps more readily seen when a comparison

over a longer time period is made. Figure 1-1 shows the

AP
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trends in amounts expended for prime Air Force weapon

systems and for manpower during the 1957-1974 time frame.*

Another way of viewing the increase in Air Force manpower

costs is on the basis of average cost per man. This figure

hae risen from $4031.52 per man per year in 1957 to

$10,471.47 in 1974--an increase of 258%.(40-53)

Classical economic theory points out the implications

of the rise of manpower costs in the Air Force.

To some extent, the different factors of production

engage in mutual and continuous competition. If one factor

becomes too costly in terms of its productivity relative To

another, a corrective substitution takes -lace. For example,

a sharp rise in wage rates may stimulate the introduction

of machines to displace labor. This implies an attcunpt to

combine the factors of production in the mobt economical

way. This discussion, of course, describes occurrences in

the private sector, where the motivating force is maxi-

mization of profit. The same arguments, however, can be

applied to the public sector including the military, since

*The data depicted in Firure '-i were extracted
from annual issues of Budge' of the United States Govern-
ment. The gr't labeled manower costs incIuaes uiformed,
a-tive duty miliuar persorze! :v and allowances; systeMs
costs includes expennditures for aircraft and missiles. All
data through fiscal year 1072 reflect actual funds expended.
Fiscal years 1973 and 1974 are Office of Management and
Budget projections extracted :ron the same source. It
should also be noted that short run trends in nanpower cost
as a percent of zetal Air Force exoenditures are greatly
affected by fluctuations _n maning strength. For example,
the expected decrease in manpower costs between 1973 and
1974 reflects an exeed reduction in force92,000

to 666,000.



the long-run objective is the economical combination 'if the

factors of production for any required output. Provision

of required output at least cost could be likened to maxi-

mizing profit in civilian firms.

The ideal situation, of course, is an economically

efficient balance among the factors of production. In the

short run, changes to bring the factors into balance are

restricted. Cost of the factor may, however, be reduced

by increasizg efficiency of the factor, thereby requiring

less of the input factor to 3chieve th.± same level of pro-

duction. If the factor is manpower being paid at a given

rate, the cost of production ca n be reduced by either
reducing the total manpower, increasing efficiency of

jI remaining manpower, or both.

The marginal return of a worker as an additional

unit of manpower can be expressed as the ratio of the

4 quantity of output over the cost of the worker.

Marginal return =2~u

The denominator is the average cost to employ a worker over

time and is established by Congress. Thus, Air Force man-

agers can improve marginal return only by increasing the

numerator. The quantity of output is a function of both

the productivity of available man-hours and the amount of

time a worker is available to production. While attention

has long been focused on finding better ways of doing work,

little consideration has been given to the amount of time I
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available for productive work versus the amount of time

a worker is engaged in activities cutside the work center

to which he is assigned.(15:6-26) The fact that a worker

is not producing in his primary capacity as a member of

a functioning work center represents a significant cost

which many managers in the Air Force have a tendency to

overlook.

The tendency to overlook the cost of nonproductive

manpower can be directly related to the financial manage-

ment systen used by the Air Force. Under the system as

it operates today, the mission and the approved spending

plan for each organization are centrally controlled by

functional -managers at Major Air Command (MAOCOMC or

higher.(6:20-6) Therefore, operational leve) managers

have their resources, including military personel, actu-

ally controlled by others. The operating manager lacks

knowledge of what his productive outputs actually cost,

and is encouraged to think of his prime resource input-

people-as being "free" from an economic standpoint .(6:20-7)

The end result is that there is no imposed motivation for

managers to focus on effective utilization of this valuable

resource,

Operational managers are not involved in the man-

power requirements determination process. Management -gi-

Pi neering rtears (MT), assigned to major air command mpanower

and organization directorates, are resnonsible for computing

£ manpower recuirements throughout the co-ad.(16:i-1)

TO
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Within this unusual environment it is imperative that the

Air Force manager understand the manpower determination

process, and have confidence in the accuracy of the compu-

tations. The Management Engineering function has an obli-

gation to the Air Force as a whole to raure that overall

manpower requirements are accurate; additionally, they

have an obligation to every wor2l center m-nager in the Air

Force to accurately determine the requirements for each

work center.

OBJECTIVES

As previously indicated, the accuracy of manpower

authorizations depends upon the accuracy of the factors

used in requirements computations. The accuracy of the

measurement of nonavailable time has considerable impact

on the accuracy of computed manpower requirements. Addi-

tionally, if the assumption of constant availability for

all grades is incorrect, the accuracy of the manpower

recuirements will be adversely affected. Consequently,

I the objectives of this thesis are the assessment of:

1) errors in manpower standards caused by the constant

estimates currently used for an-hour availability, and

2) the effect upon authorizations caused by errors in

availability estimates. The authors feel that the thesis

objectives can be adequately achieved by answering the

following research questions:

(i) re al Ai:i orce perzonnel homogeneous



(i.e. are not significantly different) with respect to the j
time available for primary duty?

(2) Are all Air Force civilian employees homoge-

neous with respect to the time available for primary duty?

(3) Is the available time measured during Manage-

ment Engineering Studies significantly different from the

available time determined by other methods?

(4) To what degree vill an errcr in the determi-

nation of available time affect manpower standards?

(5) Are manpower authorizations affected by errors

in the manpower standards?

ii



CHAPTER !I

MrHODOLOGYI

This chapter consists of three parts. The first

will cover the cuantitative data collection and will include

the detailed collection procedures, as well as the prelim-

inary computations required to reduce the data to a useful

form. Part two will include the qualitative data collection

methodology and the qualitative analysis procedures required

to accomplish the objectives. Part three will consist of

the quantitative analysis procedures recuired to accomplish

research questions one through four.

PART ONE: QUANTITATIVE DATA COTCXTION PJW -lD3

Four separate data sets were collected. Bach data

set will be covered separately.

Civilian Availiit Stud

Headquarters Air Force is currently conducting a

study to determine if the on-the-job availability of civil-

ian employees of the Air Force is sif-lficantly different

from the current estimate of 149 hours ner r0nth. The

Wright-Patterson A. - team granted t.e authors access
to the available data collected for this stady. This data

12U

°~___



13 1-
included two documents. The first was a comm=and summary

of data collected at six installations: Hill Air Force

Base, Kelly Air Force Base, McClellan Air Force Base,
-obins Air Force Base, Tinker Air Force Base and Newark

Air Force Station. This a was compiled from inputs

collected by Management -Engineering personne! located at

each of the six locations. The colleition method was

directed by Headquarters APLC a agement Egineering Divi-

sion ane was the same for all installations.(25)

The second document was the complete data set from

the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base portion of the study.

This document contained data from 1723 civilian timecards

randomly selected from a cross section of 27 pay periods.

Each timecard covered a two week, 80 hour Deriod. The

categories of time collected were: regular hours, overtime

hours, annual leave, sick leave, leave without pay, absent

without pay, and special absences. The data was aggregated

by Management Engineering Team personnel in an attempt to

determine the average availability for all civilians at

right-Patterson Ir Force Base.

Two additional characteristics of both docuents

are of special significance. First, an additive was

included in the comutations for all installations in the

form of an estimate for the nun=ber of hours the average

civilian devotes monthly to training. This figure was

provided by civilian personnel. Secondly, the analysts

conducting the study did not compute the variance of the
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estimate of monthly available time; consequently, a statis-

tical confidence interval for the available time estimate

could not be constructed. The AFIC Command summary is

included as Appendix A.

Civflian Tis-car-d DataB

The authors collected data similar to the civilian

availability study with some notable exceptions. Civilians

at Wright-?atterson Air Force Base were randomly selected

and six months data was extracted from their timecards.

2 1 Categories of data far each individual were: regular

hours, leave, sick leave, leave without pay, absent without

leave, holidays, and special absences. Each entry for each

Iindividual was checked to insure that the timecard totaled
80 hours. if the entry did not total 80 hours, records

maintenance cersonnel exlained the discrepancy. After

the data was collected, each category was totaled for each

individual. The holiday hours were subtracted from the

total to give the assigned hours. The categories of annual

leave, sick leave, leave without pay, absent without leave,

and special absences were added for each individual and

divided by t' - assigned hours to give the proportion of

nonavai able tIme. This figure was then multiplied by 168

assigned hours to give the nonavailable hours per month:

nonavailable hours 1 160 assiged hours/month
assigned hours

nonavailable hcurs/month

Additional data for the selected individuals were

IA
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extracted from their personnel records. Date o birth,

total active federal service date, sex, and pay grade were

recorded. (Of the 232 in the originall sample, personal

data on 26 could not be collected dup to the duplicatin-

of last name and initial.) The date of birth was converted

to "age" by subtracting the year of birth from 73. The

total active federal service date was translated into

years of service in a like manner.

In order to rank all individuals on a single pay

grade scale it was necessary to convert hourly wage grades

into GS ecuivalents. The civilian personnel office has a

standard procedure for this conversion. Their procedure

was employed as follows: using a pay scale of all steps

of civilian grades, the hourly wage scale for the first

shift was converted into an annual salary by maltipiying

by 2080:_
0yO ho3 yearRO Ur year

This amount was co--vared with the four-th step of the Gzen-

era! Schedule nay scale. The conversicn was to the GS pay

grade with the closest annual salary, mainti'ning integer 

pay grades. The cozpleted data set was in the following

fo -t:

Nonavailable Time Sex Age Years Service Pay Grade

Data From Air Force Survey

The Air ?orce has recently revised the availability

estimate for military perscn-mel frcm14 to 14 4 htours. The
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major source oil data for this e ge was par': three of the

annual Air Force Survwey dated Jify,1973. Heado arterS. Air

Force provded~ the responses to thiis section of t4 n.esuv.

The data waas in th-.e form Of !-a uweighted frequency d'-s --ii

bution of each resnonse for- eah rank from 3-1 tbrorenr 0t.

_h e _ rad n

T"he applicalble questions from th A r reSrvyaa-

example of -h data receive-d ar-e co-t 'ed in AntxnBz

Reduction of the data ---o usab'le fern reouired the

translati-on of qu e Stion resnonses into tmes. Bachrenns

was either a rane of hcer or a range of davs The value

of each resnon-se was tknas the '-id-aoint of t4he Iaz.2
For the onstionsm which were exunressed inhurs, the z-ns-

lation into ho-urs lost ~o~~ ion wms diret -0s-.=m5es

of whole dys, e.g. lewwand ~ *R included weekends and

to an verag tee o se 5.567 or hous lto roucton. r~nero

a3lreso4si days veOMn OR h!ulledahv hs atr.sh

= hours.ursia

Ths nimes a-tors det~~a the veanadvrac

ach rasone an nes we--- 1m1as. i e eanv whis c T4 'h e

by su~mxing the 0 Lofthe noryresponse vlUCs and
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the unweighted frequencies, then dividing the sum by the

number of respondents of that grade. Variance was computed

using the unbiased estimator of the sum of deviations

squared divided by the number in the sample minus one.

The mean and variance for each question and rank are

included in Appendix B.

Work Sampling Data

One of three methods used in the data measurement

phase of Management Engineering standards is work sampling.

In this procedure the proportion of assigned time a worker

spends in various categories is actually measured by obser-

vation. One category measured during all work sampling

studies is nonavailaole time. The definition of nonavail-

able time used by work sampling technicians is the same

definition used by the analysts who determine the estimate

of availability.(16:A2-4)

The authors were granted access to the work sampling

studies on file at Headquarters AFLO. The data included

studies of 128 work centers from seven different Air Force

installations. Nonavailable time was expressed as a pro-

portion of the total hours measured. The proportion of

nonavailable time was multiplied by 168 hours to obtain

the average nonavailable time per man for each work ceter.

For ease of analysis the data was manually grouped by base

of origin. The grouped data is included in Appendix C.

Due to the nature of the confidentiality of indi-

I
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vidual identities in work sampling studies, the names,

ranks and any other data that might conceivably be used to

identify individuals are not retained in Management Engi-

neering backup data and, therefore, were not available

to the authors.

PART TWO: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION

The gathering of qualitative data concerning man-

power determination/authorization was conducted with the

aim of providing an understandable explanation of the flow

from manpower standards development, through programming,

to allocation of authorizations. Particular emphasis was

applied to the interface between MEP units, Major Air

Command (NAJCOM), and HQ USAF in the manpower determination

and programming processes, and to the interface between

HQ USAF, I4AJCOM, and units in the authorization allocation

process.

The first step in the data gathering process was

a review and consolidation of existing information in Air

Force directives concerning manpower determination, program-

ming and the authorization allocation processes. The

authors found that many directives contained information

pertinent to one or more aspects of the combined process

due to the extensive number of interfaces between various

levels of command and functional areas. The explanation

of the processes in Chapter IV is an attempt to identify

interfaces and clarify relationships.

EP
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Upon completion of the directive review, the authors

conducted interviews with base level ?",P, AJCOM VIEP and

Manpower and Organization personnel to clarify the base/

MAJCOM relationships in the determination/allocation process.

Personnel possessing recent experience with the Air Staff

were interviewed to determine the relationships between

MAJCO and Air Staff level and pertinent actions at HQ USAF

level. Appendix D provides a listing of personnel inter-

viewed. Information was also obtained from HQ USAF con-

cernirg current manpower procedures.

PART THREE: QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

In analysis based on statistical sampling procedures

there is a possibility that the conclusions are in error.

The probability of faulty conclusions; however, can be

computed and an acceptable level established. The maximum

acceptable probability of incorrectly rejecting a true

statistical hypothesis is what is referred to as the level

of significance.(38:8) The significance level is 5% for

all statistical tests in this thesis.

Research Question 1-The data collected through the

Air Force Survey was used to answer this research question.

To avoid possible confusion the following explanation will

be for one pay grade. Identical analyses were conducted

on each of 15 pay grades, on the total sample of officers,

and on the entire sample of airmen.

The survey included 21 questions concerning

activities which contribute to nonavailable time. Taking
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T each pay grade separately, the average response for each

question was computed. The average for each question can

be considered as a statistical variable. The sum of the

averages of any number of variables gives the expected

value of the sum.(29:217) Therefore, the total nonavailable

time measured by the survey is the summation of the average

response for all questions.

To construct a statistical confidence interval

around the nonavailable time estimate, the variance must

be computed. The sum of variances for a number of var-

iables, however, is not the variance of the sum unless the

covariance is zero. The variance of the sum of any two

variables X and Y can be exDressed as:

V(X+Y) - V(X) + V(Y) Cov(xY)

The equation for determination of the correlation coef-

ficient is:

Y V(30:7)

The variances of X and Y are squared terms and are always

positive. This indic'tes that the sign of the covariance

is the sign of the correlation coefficient. An analysis of

all questions was conducted by the authors, and no logical

argument cou-.d be presented to support a negative ccrre-

lation between any two questions. Therefore, the assumption

was made that the covariance is nonnegative. If the

responses to each question are independent, the covariance

is zero and the variance of the sum is the sum of the var-

iances. If the responses are correlated in a positive
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manner the sum of the variances will be higher than the

true variance of the sum. A confidence interval computed

using this estimate for the variance will be conservatively

wide.

The mean and variance determined by summing means

and variances for each question were used to construct a

95% confidence interval as fcllows:

CI = X1i.96(j') (29:379)

For this computation to be valid, either the original data

must be normally distributed or the size of each sample Imust be large enough for the central limit theorem t1.o

apply. There is no reason to assume nonavailable time

follows a normal distribution, but the sample size for

each pay grade, except warrant officers, is well beyond

25, which is the minimum value generally accepted for

application of the central limit theorem.(29:288)

There were only 12 warrant officers in an officer

sample of over 7000. Warrant officers make up less than

two tenths of one percent of the officer population of the

Air Force. Their impact was considered to be negligible

and they were not considered in answering research ques'ion

one.

The final step was to compare the 95% confidence

intervals for the estimates of nonavailability due to the

activities covered by the survey. If the confidence

H intervals for two rannks were mutually exclusive, then t.e

..... _M_
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two ranks were considered to be heterogeneous with regard -

to nonavailable time.

A test was also conducted to determine if there is

a significant dependent relationship between rank and non-

available time. Linear regression analysis was tnducted

first on the sample of officers then on the sample of air-

men to determine the possible relationship between rank

and nonavailable time. A statistical hypothesis test

was employed to test the hypothesis that the correlation

coefficient was zero. The expression r(n-2)t where r is
1-r

2

the coefficient of determination, follows Student's t dis-

tribution with n-2 degrees of freedom. If the probability

that tn 2 is greater than r(Br2 ) is less than the level

of significance the hypothesis can be rejected. If the

hypothesis is rejected, the conclusion is that nonavailable

time and rank are statistically dependent. A conclusion

of dependence is sufficient to reject homogeneity.

Research Question 2-Data from the civilian man-

power availability study and the data collected by the

authors from civilian timecards were used to answer this

research question.

The nonavailable time measurement from the civilian

timecards, as mentioned earlier, was collated by sex, pay

grade, age, and length of service. The first analysis was
o ble difference between men and women employeeson a possibl "4.

with regard to nonavailability. A 95% confidence interval

i i -- - T _ __
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was constructed for the sample of males and another for

the sample of females. Both s'oles were large enough

for application of the central limit theorem. The two

confidence intervals were then compared for mutual exclu-

siveness.

The amalysis to determine a significant difference

between pay grades was accomplished almost identically to

the procedure outlined for research question one. Each

data point was the total monthly nonavailable time average

for an individual. There was no requirement to sum cate-

gories and; hence, no requirement for the assumption of

nonnegativity of covariance.

The analysis of a significant difference due to
age or length of service centered around the hypothesis

test of a zero correlation. If the hypothesis could be

rejected, a significant dependent relationship existed

which indicated an absence of homogeneity.

Research Question 3--The data from the PMT work

sampling studies were used to answer thlis research cuestion.

The mean available time and variance was computed. It

should be noted that the data DOints were for work centers,

not for individuals. The authors had no way to determine

the proportion of civilians and ilitary personnel assigned

to each of the work centers. Additionally, analysis by

individual traits such as rank, age, et cetera, could not

be conducted. This data is also unicue in that it is the

only measurement of availability that is conducted throughI
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actual observation.

The current estimate of military availability is

144 hours per month. The current study of civilian avail-

ability has estimated that the average availability for

APl-C is 140.35 hours per month. Application of the central

limit theorem allows the samDing distribution to be con-

siaered as a normal distribution. Using the sampling

distribution, the authors computed the probability of a

deviation from the sample mean (7) as severe or more severe

than the difference between 7 and 144 or the difference

between 7 and 140.35. The level of significance was set I
at 5%.

Research Question 4-The data from the civilian

timecards was used to answer this research auestion.

The authors constructed a simple computer simu-

latio7A model which simulates the conversion of measured

man-hours into the number of required people. The inputs

to the program are the size of the work center and the

availability. The monthly allowed hours are divided by

the monthly availability per person to de.ermine the

required number of hours. The number of allowed hours

is determined by actual measurement of productive hours

extrapolated to a monthly basis.(16:6-3.b.(5)) The

assumption of the simulation model is 4ha. the allowed

man-hours are eoual to the available man-hours. Another

way to state the assumption is that during the work

measurement st'udy, practical utiliza.ion of available

A
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workers was 400. That is te say, the work center required

the exact number of personnel assigned. The simulation

makes rindom draws fr-)m a distribution of available tlie

to build a random work center. The distribution used by

the authors was constructed using the data from the civilian

timecards. While it is realized that this distribution
may not be appropriate for the entire Air Force, it is the

best estimate of the shape of the distribution of monthly

availability.
For a given size work center and availability

estimate, the model simlates the resultant manning for

1000 work centers. A frequency distribution of the average
number of recuired workers is commuted for each work center

size.11

Two variations of the model were used. The first

used the fractional man rule applicable to civilian work

centers while the other used the 7. rule for military 

work centers. The stalnation included work centers rom

size to 25 and was repeated with 5 e.timates of avail-

ability; the true mean of the distribution, 5% above and

below the mean, and 10% above and below the mean.

me be, owtthemean
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CH-PTER III

ANALYSIS OF NONAYAIL- B3 21N3 ESTIFATE

!I
This chapter covers three major points. The first

is the analysis of the hypothesis of a homogeneous work

force with resnect to nonavailable time. The second is

an analysis of the current measurement of worker avail-

ability and the third, the effect of a biased estimate of

nonavailable time on work center reouirements dete--ination.I

HOTMMiGN3IY OF WORKE"R AVAILABILITY

The Air Force Management Engineering Program recog-

nizes heterogeneity between civilian and military employees.

However, all personnel within each of these broad classi-

ficeatons are treated as if they were homogeneous.(16)

If each of these groups is triy homogeneous with resoect

to availability, then the measured available time is a

statistical indenendent variable for the population of that

group. if it can be shown that a sgificant difference

exists between the availability of different sasnles from

the same population, or if it can be shown that availability

has a dependent relationshin with some other variable, the

hypothesis of homogeneity can be rejected.
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The computational accuracy of Management Engineering

work center manning standards is dependent upon the assump-

tion of worker homogeneity with respect to nonavailable

time. Therefore, rejection of the hypothesis of homogeneity

would indicate that manpower standards are in error. I

Homogeneity of Military Workers

A 95% confidence interval of the estimate of non- _

available time measured by the Air Force Survey was com.-

puted for the sample of 7502 officers and for the sample

of 20,320 airmen. The central lim-t theorem indicates that

a distribution of sample means approaches a normal distri-

a bution as the sa-le size becomes large.(29:288) Appli-

cation of the central limit theorem allows the assumption

of norma Lity and the comiputation of the 935% confidence]

interval of the estimate of the mean becomes the sample

mean ±1.96 standard deviations. The results of the compu-

tations are as follows:

Variance of Std 1ev of
U Sample Sample Sample S-p ing Samint

Mean Varieance Size Distribution Distribution A

Officers 17.5139 41.2770 7,502 .0055 .0742

Airmen 15.7975 44.5059 20,320 .0022 .0469 

95% Confidence interval

Officers 17.3685 to 17 .6593 -

Airmen 15.7056 to 15.8894

The upper limit of the confidence interval for airmen is

below the lower confidence aia or officers; thereforeI!I



the data indicates that nonavailable time of Air Force

officers and nonavailable time of airmen does not come from

the same population.
The hypothesis was modified to detc e if the

population of officers is homogeneous with respect to non-

available time. Rinety-five percent ccrfidence intervals

for each rank were com-uted as follows:

Variance of Std Dev of
Sample Sample Sample Samling Sa ling

Rank Mean Variance Size Distribution Distribution

I Col 18.7017 45.7380 457 .1001 .3164

1tCol 19.0422 37.1908 1000 .0372 .1929
!.aj 18.4354 39.1866 1515 .0259 .1609

Capt 17.6263 38.9758 2840 .0137 .1170
ILt 16.6781 40.2433 950 .0424 .2059

21t 13.4399 30.2353 740 .0409 z2022

9 Confidence interval

Col 18.u816 to 19.3218

.10-I 18.6641 tO 19.4203

Ma 18.1200 to 18.750 I
Capt 17.3970 to 17.8556

Lt 16.2745 to 17.0817

2lt 13.0436 to 13.8362

The co~ionce intervals are graphica ly displayed

in Figure 31 on the foliqwing pages The data indicates

the nonavalable t=es for g-rades of major through colonel

are not si-ificantly different. However, the confidence

interval-= ZOr 1st lieutenants, 2nd lieutenants, and cavtains

do not overlan with those of any other officer grade. The

hypothesis of homgeneity can therefore be rejected and
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the conclusion reached that nonavailable time is not a
-I homogeneous variable for all lr Force officers.

This conclusion is supported by the analysis to 4
determine if a dependent relatienship exists between --a-

and nonavailable tim for Air Force officers. The statis-

tical hypothesis is that the linear correlation coefficient

of officer grade and nonavaiiable time is zero.

X = Officer grade;
aLt, =1 j ®

! O apt, 1=3I

=5t 11

LtCol, X

Col, X 6 N =6

2 a average nonvaiiable hours na-ur ed by the Air orce

Survey.

I 12 Y2 f

1 13.4399 1 180.60 13.4399

2 16.6781 4 27845-f-90 3562

3 17 .5263 9 310.68=65 522
A 18-4354A 16- 39.8640 73.7416
5 19.0422 25 362.654 95.2 1

6 18.7017 349.7536 112.2102

21 103.9236 91 1821.65 38.8378 S -

K -b N'SUI(fl)-SI(X)'Sc (Y)

| =((6) (38.878=)-(2I ) ('C3.9236) )/((E )e" 22

__* = (2285.0264-2 182. 9 6 /0 -6-si

= 102.6312/105 = .977

~A
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a =(Su(Y)-bSum(X))/N

!k = (103.9236-(.977)(21))/6

13.9011

Total variation = (N'Sum )-Su(Y )IN

= ((6)(1821.6993)-103.92362)/6

= (10,930.195-10,800.114)/6

= 130.081/6 = 21.680

Explained variation = aSij(Y)+b Sum(XY)-Sum(Y)
2 /N

= (13.9011)(103.9236)+(.I977)(380.8378)-1O,80-114/6

= 1444.6523 + 372.0785 - 1800.019

= 16.7118

Exolained Variation 2-Coeffiient of Determination = Ta iation

= 16.7118/21.680

= .7708

Coefficient of Correlation = r = .878

,~ : Zero correlation
H1 : Correlation not zero, Significance level = .05

Z )

If H is true, r((N-2)/(1-r2 ))2 follows Student's t

distribution with N-2 degrees of freedom.

r((N-2)(!-r)) = .878(4/.2292)2

ii = (.878)(17.452,

= 3.668 (31)

The probability that t4 is greater than 2.776 is less than

the significance level of .05. Therefore, the hypothesis

can be rejected.(31)

The data indicates a significant dependent relation-

ship between grade and nonavailable time for Air Force

= I
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officers.

A similar hypothesis was applied to determine if

the population of enlisted personnel were homogeneous with

respect to nonavailable time. Ninety-five percent confi-

dence intervals for each rank were computed as follows:

Variance of Std Dev of
Sample Sample Sample Sampling Sampling

Rank Mean Variance Size Distribution Distribution

E9 17.1210 38.4229 254 .1513 .3890
E7 16.3440 36.6403 1603 .0229 .1513
E6 15.8104 39.4658 3057 .0129 .1136
E5 15.8421 44.4808 4809 .0092 .0959

E4 16.6356 51.0688 5110 .0100 .1000

E3 15.6337 42.4371 3354 .0127 .1127
E2 12.7734 33.2348 1408 .0236 .1536

El 10.3317 22.4978 639 .0352 .1876

95% Confidence Interval

E9 16.3586 to 17.8834

E7 16.0475 to 16.6405
E6 15.5877 to 16.0331
E5 15.6541 to 16.0301

E4 16.4396 to 16.8316
E3 15.4128 to 15.8546
E2 12.4723 to 13.0745

El 9.9640 to 10.6994

The confidence intervals were plotted as shown in

Figure 3-2 on the following page. The data indicates that

the nonavailable time for grades within the category con-

taining E3s, E5s, and E6s and those within the category

containing E4s, E7s, and Egs are not significantly dif-

ferent. The two categories; however, are exclusive. The

--- - -_
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confidence intervals for E :s and E2s do not overlap any

other confidence intervals. The hypothesis of homogeneity =

can, tbe rejected, resulting in the conclusion

that Air Force enlisted personnel are not homogeneous with

respect to nonavailable time.

The conclusion is supported by the following regres- I
sion analysis to determine if a dependent relationship

exists between rank and nonavailable time for Air Force

enlisted personnel. The statistical hypothesis tested is

that the linear correlation coefficient of erlisted grades

and nonavailable time is zero.

X = enlisted grade

El X= 1
E2, X= 2

E3, X = 3
E4, X = 4

E5, X = 5
E6, X = 6

E7, X = 7
E9, X= 9 N=8

Y average nonavailable hours measured by the Air Force

Survey.
X Y X2  y2 XY

1 10.3317 1 106.7440 10.3317

2 12.7734 4 163.1597 25.5,58

3 15.6337 9 244.4126 46.9011

4 16.6356 16 276.7432 66.5424

5 15.8421 25 250.9721 79.2105

6 15.8104 36 249.9687 94.8624

7 16.3440 49 267.1263 114.4030

17.1210 81 293.1286 154 .v0, 0

37 120.4919 221 1852.2552 591.8919 Sum

i .
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b =NSum(XY)-Sumdx*sum(Y)
N'Sum(X2)-Su(X)2

= ((8)(591.8919)-(37)(120.4919))/((8)(221)372)

- (4735.1352-4458.2003)/(1768-1369)

= 276.9349/399

= .694

a = (Sum(Y)-b'Sum(X))/N

= (120.4919-(.694)(37)/8

11.8517

Total Variation = (N'SUm(Y2 )-Sum(y)2)/N

= ((8)(1852.2552)-120,49192)/8

= (14,818.041-14,518.297)/8

3 37.468

Explained variation = a'Sum(Y)+b'Sum(XY)-Sum(y)2/N

= (11.8517)(120.4919)+(.694)(591.8919)-14,518.297/8

1428.0338 + 410.7730 - 1814.7871

= 24.0197
Coefficient of Determination = Exolained Variation r

Total Variation
= 24.0197/37.468

= .6411

Coefficient of Correlation = r = .801

Ho: Zero correlation

H1: Correlation no zero, Significance level = .05

If H is true, r((N-2)/(1-r2))- follows Student's t

distribution with 11-2 degrees of freedom.

= 81(1.7466)(.801(16.666I
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r((N-2)/(1-r2))i = 3.240 (31)

The probability that t is greater than 2.447 is less than

.05. (31) Therefore, the hypothesis can be rejected at a

significance level of .05.

The data indicates a significant dependent relation-

ship between grade and nonavailable time for Air Force

enlisted personnel.

Summary

The data indicates a significant difference between

the population of nonavailable time for Air Force officers

and the population of nonavailable time for airmen. The

data also indicates that populations of nonavailable time

for military grades are significantly different. The data

further indicates a significant dependent relationship

between military rank and nonavailabe time. The hypothesis

of a homogeneous population of nonavailable time for Air

Force military personnel can therefore be rejected which

supports the contention that manpower standards for military

work centers are in error.

Homogeneitv of Air Force C-vilian E-!oyees

The mean and standard deviation of the population

of nonavailable time for civilian employees at Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base was estimated through a sample

of civilian timecards. The sample mean was 19.1802 hours

and the samule standard deviation was 22.9235 hours. The

data was analyzed to investigate possible significant
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differences due to sex and pay grade. Tests were then

conducted to determine if a significant dependent relation-

ship exists between nonavailable time and pay grade, lon-

gevity, or age. The data was arranged as follows to deter-

mine if a significant difference due to sex of worker exists.

Sample Sample Standard Deviation of
Mean Size Samoling Distribution

Females 21.1911 56 3.0632

Males 18.3389 147 1.8907

Application of the central limit theorem to the

sampling distribution allows the computation of the prob-

ability of a deviation as extreme or more extreme than

actually occurred. For males the deviation is:

x-X 18.3389 - 19.1802
std de9v 1.8907 "

Prob(I less than -.4450) = .33

There is no significant difference between the mean of all

civilians measured and the mean of the sample of males. For

females the deviation is:

21.1911 - 19.1802 =
3.0.32 =

Prob(Z greater .656) = .2546

A significant difference between the mean of all civilians

measured and t he mean of the sample of females cannot be

established at the 5% level. A similar analysis to deter-

mine a significant difference due to pay grade also proved

inconclusive at the 5% level.

The following is an analysis to determine if a

significant dependent relationshiD exists between pay grade
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and nonavailable time for Air Force civilian personnel0

The statistical hypothesis tested is that the linear corre-

lation coefficient of civilian personnel pay grade and- non-

available time is zero.

X = civilian pay grade

Y = nonavailable hours per individual

N = 203

Sum X Sum X2  Sum Y Sum Y2  Sum KY

1921 20,765 3882.5182 105,761.58 35,406.364

b N*Sum(XY)-Sum(X) 0SV3M(Y)
S-sum~x )-sum(x)

(203)(35,406.364) - (1921)(3882.5182)

(203)(20,765) - 19212

!!=(7,187,491.8 - 7,45S,517.4)/(4,215,q295 - 3t690,241)

= -270,825.6/525,054

= -.5158

a = (Sum(Y) - bSu(fl)/N

= (3882.5182 - (-.5158)(1921))/203

= (3882.5182 + 990.8518)/203

= 2-4.0067

Total variation = (WSum(Y2) - Sumr(Y) 2 )/N

= ((203)(105,761.58) - 3882.5182)2/203

21,469,600- 15,073,947/203

= 31,505.679

Explained variation = aSum(Y) + b'S u(XY) - Sum Y2/N

= (24.0067)(3882.5182) +

(-.5158)(35,406.36") - 3882.51822/203I-:
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Explained variation = 93,206.44S - 18,262.602 - 74,255.896

= 687.951

Coefficient of Determination = Exuained vaiation

r2= 687.951/31t505.679r2= .0218

Coefficient of correlation = r = -. 1477

Ho Zero correlation

H,: Correlation not zero, Significance level = .05

If HO is true, r((N-2)/(1-r2))h follows Student's t

distribution with N-2 degrees of freedom.

r( (N-2)/I¢_2)) x = (-.1477)(201/.9782)'
=i (-.,477)(20 -5.4704,7

= -2.1172

The probability that t 2 0 1 is less than -1.97, is less than

.05. Therefore, the hypothesis can- be rejected at a N
significance level of .05.

The data indicates a significant dependent relation-

ship between pay grade and nonavailable time for A-i Force

civilian personnel.

The following is an analysis to determine if a

significant PeDendent relationship exists between worker

age and nonavailable time for Air Force civilian personnel.

The statistical hypothesis tested is that the linear corre-

lation coefficient of civilian Dersonnel age and nonavail-

able time is zero.

X = civilian worker age
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Y = nonavailable hours per individual worker

N = 203

sm2  2

8736 400,024 '3882.5182 105,761.58 170,422.95

N"Sum(X)-sumn(W)

(203)(170,422.95) - (§8736(3032. 5182)
(203)(400,0.24) - 8736

(34,595,858 -33,9l7,678)f(8,120,487.2 -76,317,696)I

-678,180/4,887s,176

b =.1388

a = (Sum(Y) - b*Sum(X))/'-

- (3882.5182 - (.1388)(8736))/203

a = 13.1539 JH~ _ 2
Total variation = N8m 2 u(y9)/N

((2o3)(loq,761sa -32.51822)10

-(21,469,60s - 1590739047)/203

-31t505.679

Explained variation a*Sum(Y) = ~mX)- (y)~t)2/N.

(131539)(3-882.5,-182) +

(.1-388)(170,422.0915) - 3882.518221203

= 51,070.256 + 23,654.705 -74,255.896

=469.065

Coeficentor etr 4 atin =Zroaied vration _~Coeffiient.Total1 varia;lon-
-496.065/3,50.679

.0149l

Coefficient of correlation r=.21I
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HO: Zero CO -elation

H1 : Correlation not zero, Significance level .05

HIf is tr e, r(0N-2)/(1-r2)) follows Student's t

distribution with 1-2 decrees of freedom.

= (.122i)(201/.9851)

= 1.7441

The probability tl tt is greater than 1.97, is not less

than .05. Therefore, the hypothesis cannot be rejected at

a significance level of .05.

The data indicates no significant dependent relation-

ship between worker age and nonavailable time for Air Force

civilian personnel.

The following is an analysis to determine if a

I significant dependent relationship exists between worker

length of service and nonavilable te for Air Force civil-

ian personnel. The statistical hypothelis tested is thlat

the linear correlation coeff-icient of civilian elovee

length of service and nonavailable time is zero.

X = civilian worker lengTh of service

Y = nonavailable hours er xndividual worker

N = 203

suzY snx2 ~ v2SUM X SUM Y sum X__ SU=-y Sum XY

3618 3882.5182 8i,960 105,76 1 .58 73,975.391

b U5-(XY)-Su(X)-z:.--)
2=N S( ASUM(X
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b (20)(73.975.391) - (7 6 18)(3-&V.5IA2I

( 03)(e1,960) - 361

= (15,017,034 - 1 C46,950)1(16,637,880 - 13,089,924)
970,054/3,547,956

b = .2734

a = (Sum() - b'S=(X))/x

= (3882.5132 - (-2734)(3618))/203

= 14.253

Total variation = (Sut(Y) - Sum(y)2)/N
((203)(105,761.58) - 3882.51822)/203

- (21,469,600 - 15,073;947)/203

31,505.679

Explained variation = a'Sum(Y) + b-Sum(XY) - S(y)2/N
= (1.25 3)(148.82.5'8" )+(.2731)(73t,975R.391)_38-32.51822-03

55,337.5)1 + 20,224.871 - 74,255.896

-1306.506

Coef ficient o' Det1-e. miation = cbrlained vaia~t 2
Total variati o

=1306.506/3-19505.670

=.0415

Coefficient of Con-elation = r = .204

Ho: Zero correlation

H1 : Correlation no- zero, Significance level = .05

If Ho is tze, r((N-2)/(I-r2)) follows Student's t

distribution with N-2 derees of freedom.

C..r((N-2)1(1-r2))= ( o9

= (.2o4)(u .431)

- 2.95
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Probability (t is greater than 1.97) is less than the204

level of significance. Therefore, the hypothesis of zero

correlation can bs rejected which demonstrates a significant

dependent relationshn between length of ervice and non-

available time for Air Force civilian personnel.

SummaryI

The data does not indicate a significant difference

between the population of nonavailable time for civilian

personnel males and feaes, or between civilian pay grades

at a significance level of .05. 'The data does indicate,

however, that a significant dependent relationship exists

between pay grade and nonavailable time, and between ion-

gevity and nonavailable time which demonstrates that the

asstUztion of homogeneity of nonavailable time for civilian J
work centers is in error.

ANALYSIS 0? CTURRENTW 3STrMTE
OF WOP R AVAILABiLiTY

Of the methods carrently used to estimate nonavail-

able time, only the measurement recorded during MET work

sampling studies uses actual observation as the source of

data. Additionally, this measurement technicue is the only

technicue in crent use that measures nonavailable tire

as a single value. A! other measurement devices are forced

to include subjective estimate additives and/or collect data

from several different sources.(26) An analysis was con-

ducted to determine if the measurement conducted dxr"ing
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work sanu ingo studies differs significantl3y from te esti

mates measured by the other techniques in current use.A
poplatonconsisting of the noaaal ine of workers

assigned to AltO was used for this analy"SIS.

Availability !Measured hr Work SilirStudies

Astudy of' military '.va ilab7it cn-Dlee in- Farnb

1973 estizates the average nona-vailable time for- militr

personnel to be 24 hours per ront'h.(32) A study to deter-

mine the available tinme for civlian enmployees off the Air

Force is being conducted as of this writing. The analysis

for AML has been comleted with an est.-ite of' nonavail1-

ability for civi-lizan emrloy-ees of 27.65 hours per month.(25)

ThecuretmnnngofAh is approximately 0% c ivil ians

jand 10,1 nilitary.(34-) The weirhted average of the estinattd

available tire for workers in AFW is (.9)(2 .659)+(wl)(24)=

2728 ours/month. A A i of 128 wonk sampling staudies

conducted at A&DUC installations hs a mean of 29 . 67260* hor]

* and a standard deviation ofi 14.0271 hoursfr' -r4 , n

standard devi2ation of the sa_!±aIng di&stributi4"-on of 1.--'8

houars/month. ApplIction of an ii hoe

allows th followving co-zuatio of th-&e nrobabilitv of a

deviation as extreme or 1-ore extrem-_e thn the advatio

-~ex eerienced

z 27.28-5-29.6726 = 43sadr eitos

0ro Alt (zlss than -".25) =.0274, w i s5 less

th an tlw evel1 of sir-ificxice of O05. Therefore, the azar
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indicates a significant difference between the nonavailable

time measured by work sampling studies and the measurement

by the techniques in current use.

Credibility of Current Availability Estimate

Analysis of measurements of nonavailable time made

by various techniques and at various times raises several

unanswered questions concerning the accuracy of the estimate.

Work sampling studies listed the available time for the same

bases. Assuming that both methods were accurate and were

properly utilized, it would be expected that the average

available times derived by the two separate studies would

display a Xigh degree of positive correlation. The fol-

lowing analysis; however, indicates a negative correlation.

Study Work Smpl
Base Estimate Rank Estimate Rank d d2

Hill 142.50 3 133.45 6 -3 9
ielly 138.60 6 145.38 1 5 25

McClellan 139.39 5 138.08 3 2 4

Robins 142.58 2 142.18 2 0 0

Tinker 139.48 4 134.76 5 -1 1

W-P 143.97 1 136.33 4 -3 9

48
d2

Spearman rank Correlation Caefficient r. 1 6 Sum(d

1 1 -1.371 = -.371 (38:204)

This apparent contradiction raises questions about the

accuracy of the data.

The credibility of the data is further degraded by
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comparison of two Air Force studies to determine military

availability conducted in 1971 and 1973. The overall
r--ults indicate a decrease in nonavailability from 26 to

24 hours per month. Comparison of individual activities

which are included in nonavailable time, shown below,

reveal substantial differences which are not indicated

by the total change.

Nonavailable Category 1971 1973

Leave 11.28 6.89

Medical 2.62 3.80

Education and Training 6.83 3.81

Sad duties and other
mWsc special absences 5.32 9.44

(18:Vol I(CI)Table 2-1 & 32)

These two studies were conducted by the same people

using the same analysis procedures.(32) It is possible

that the change in the amount of time expended per month

in the categories of Education and Training and Squadron

Duties can be traced to policy change. However, the average

amount of time expended for Leave and Medical reasons should

be fairly stable over time. Research has uncovered no

factors which cause the changes indicated by the measure-

ment.

EFFECTS OF AVAILABILITY ESTIMATE ERROR

To determine the possible effect of a deviation of

the estimate from the true mean of the distribution of

available time, the authors constructed a simplified model

of a portion of tne requirements process. The model I
I
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simulates the translation of measured allowed time for a

work center into the discrete number of people required.

An accurate simulation of reality requires knowledge of the

distribution of available time. The authors found no prior

research to determine this distribution; therefore, the

best estimate of the shape of the distribution was con-

structed using the data from civilian timecards. This

distribution is very probably somewhat in error. Discrep-

ancies in the distribution however, should not negate the

general conclusions reached through the simulation.

AFM 25-5 prescribes two rounding rules in manpower

calculations. The civilian fractional rounding rule is

applied to all work centers having at least one civilian

authorization.(34) Under this procedure all requirements

calculations resulting in a number plus a fraction are

increased to the next highest whole number. The military

rounding rule is applied to work centers for which only
military personnel are authorized. For military wok

centers which are authorized from one to twelve personnel,

the whole number portion of required personnel is multiplied

by .077. The resulting number is then compared to the

fractional portion of required personnel to determine

actual authorizations. For illustrative purposes, assume

the requirements for a work center were 6.4 personnel.

Then:

6(.077) = .462 = allowed overtime

Since the fractional portion of required personnel (.4) is
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less than allowed overtime, actual authorizations for the

work center would be established at six people. If the

requirements determination results in 13 or more personnel,

the fraction is dropped to reduce the number authorized to

the next lowest whole number.(16:6-20) The model was

modified to simulate both rounding procedures.

The results of the simulation are contained in

tabular and graphical form in Appendix E. The results pro-

vide insight into the effects of three variables on the

requirements determination process: the method of frac-

tional rounding, the size of the work center, and the error

in the estimate of available time.

Fractional Roundina

Computed civilian work center requirements are three

to six percent above the computed requirements for military

work centers when all other variables are held constant.

Work Center Size

For very small work centers, current procedures

cause computed requirements to be above actual require-

ments. As the size of the work centers increases, the

curve of computed requirements as a percent of actual

requirements decreases sharply, approaching a constant for

large work centers. The shape of the curve makes the com-

puted reoirements for small work centers very sensitive

to bcth changes in the estimate of available time, and

fractional rou-nding procedures.i I
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Available Time Estimate

A change in the estimate of available time of a

given percent "X", causes a change in the computed require-

ments of approximately the same "X" percent for large work

centers. The same "X" percent change in the estimate of

available time for small work centers is affected by the

shape of the curve and results in an error somewhat greater

than "X" percent. Thus, if the available time estimate is

determined inaccurately, manpower standards will be in

error,

CHAPTER SUMARY

The analysis has sho-wn that the assumption of

worker homogeneity with respect to nonavailable time is

invalid. The significance of this finding is that the

computational accuracy of manning standards is based on

this assumption. The result is loss of accuracy in man-

power standards.

Comparison of the current estimate of nonavailable

time with work sampling data and with prior estimates

strongly suggests that the current estimate is in error.

A simulation modal indicates that ai. error in the nonavail-

able time estimate will cause a loss of accuracy in work

center m~nDOWer standards.



CHAPTER IV

MIANPO1JER PROGM N.ING A 1D ALLOMIiNA , CYCLE

It has been showin in the previous chapter that

significant differences exist in the availability of Air

Force workers, and that inaccurate availability estimates

inject error into manpower standards. A review of the

manpower requirements determination, programming and

authorization process will demonstrate the impact of an =

error in manpower standards on authorizations.

Air Force manpower recuirements are not the simple

aggregation of grade determinations made through analysis

of individual Dositions; consideration must also be given

to statutory and budgetary constraints on personnel author-

izations. Statutes currently lidt the number of general

officers, field grade officers, and the number of airmen

in the top two enlisted grades. An additional ceiling

is imposed yearly by OSD on the number serving in the top

six enlisted grades.(17:3-1) Also affecting the manpower

process is the fact that the Air Force budget is subject

to approval by the Congress. The Air Force rarely enjoys

a funding level sufficient to allow manning at total deter-

mined requirements. As a consequence, manning authori-

50
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zations may be well below the required number determined

through management engineering studies.

Within this constrained environment, the Air Force

determines manpower requirements and allocates manpower

authorizations. To facilitate an underssanding of the

process, the general flow of the DOD Planning, Programming

and Badgeting Syste!m will be outlined from the Air Force

viewpoint.

THE PLAWIING, PROGRATI-MING,

AND BUDGETING SYSTEM

The DOD Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System

(PPBS), established in 1962 and revised in 1970, controls

the scope of the major categories of programs and associated

DOD resources. It is an integrated system which provides

for the establishment, maintenance, and revision of the A

Five Year Defense Program (FYDP) and the DOD budget. The

FYDP summarizes the approved plans and programs for the

DOD.(12:14)

To understand the process by which the PPBS func-

tions, one must begin with the basic building block of the

FYDP-the program element. The program element is a

description of a mission through identification of the

organizations and resources reauired for perfomance of an

assigned mission. Resources consist of forces, manpower,

material quantities, and costs, as applicable.(20:2)

Included are time phased actions and the means necessary

for accomplishment. P-rra=s elements are aggregated to
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form programs, which are subsequently aggregated to form

the FYDP.

Within the Air Force, the Force and Financial Pro-

gram (F&FP) reflects the program approved by the Secretary

of Defense and is consistent with the FYDP. It contains

considerably more detail than the FYDP for the Air Force

program elements. Each element represents a combination

of manpower, equipment, and facilities constituting a

related mission or force capability and the associated

resources. The program elements are grouped in major DOD

Programs on the basis of similarity of mission or purpose.

The F&FP includes the following ten major program volumes

and a summarj volume:(20: 3)

(1) Strategic Forces

(2) General Purpose Forces

S(3) Intelligence, Co-turications

(4) Airlift/Sealift

(5) Guard and Reserve Forces

(6) Research and Development

(7) Central Suply and Maintenance

(8) Training, Medical, and Other General

Personnel Activities

(9) Adminis&rative and Associated Activities

(10) Support of Other Nations

Bach program volume shows the approved programs and

resources, number of wings and souadrons, total Unit

Eouipage aircraft, buy/deli-e-; quantities, flying hours,
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and manpower strength: by officers, airmen, and civilians.

(20:3)
The planning/progr-aing/budgeting process begins

when the Secretary of Defense issues a memorandum to the

Military Departments providing a schedule of significant_

actions of the PPBS cycle for the next calendar year. The 4

sequence of actions displayed, on the following page in

Figure 4-1, is tyDical:*

1. February-The Air Force receives the Planning

and Programming Guidance Memorandum (PPGN) from OSD.

2. February-May-The impact of the guidance con-

tained in the PPGM is evaluated by HQ USAF. Primary empha-

sis is on program exercises used to test alternatives for

inputs to the Joint Force memorandum (JIM).

3. May-The Air Force provides their input to the

JFIM which is then submitted to OSD. The JIM provides the

combined services' recommendations on the joint force program

within the fiscal guidance provided in the PPGM. The Air

Force Program Objective Nemorandum (POM) is also submitted

to OS) in May. The PON is the balanced, total force and

support program and is within the constraints provided by

OSD. The F&FP is undated to reflect the P01 submission.

4. ay-July--As circumstances require, the AF may

submit changes to the POM. Reclp-mas to 0SO decisions on

*Infor-ation used in the construction of charts
presented in ths chanter was extracted from A 26-4 and
materieC nrovided by -aj i Bii un-as.
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55112the changes may also be submitt4ed.
T - I5. July-OS!) issues Prosran Decision Memora-mndums

to the Air Force. Dec4ions on reclamas are also issue-d.

saryj. The ArForce Publishes the Manpower Authorization

Voucher(GkAv).

6. October-ThV1e Air Force budget is submitted tuoA

031). The F&Pis updated to reflect the- budget suibmissi*on.

The NAy is nublishea.

7. October-D ecember-The budget 1 is reviewed by

051) anda OK. Program Budget Decisions are i;,ssued by OS!).

8. Jelmn an e ury-Th.ed Us F&FP sudae ad uliheAI
to reflect the President's budzget. HQ USAF publishnes the

Trim NA1.1tTOWBR ?RFiC! ?.1MG PROCESS

Within the PK-S manpower progran=ng follows the

general outline deticted J. n s7x3gr e 4-2 on the following-1

page.* Actual ran-hour and worklocad recuirement2 data is

comnoiled through1- --a.nnower studies conducted bymanagement

engineer-ing tCeams at ti-c work Center level. The resultsM

of t-he Stud_ies are forward ed,: to the major command where

mainowe~r stawndar-ds are establi-s-hed.

The tem"work cexiter 1- Power t-adrd" normnlly

refers to a product developed from a numlb-er of innuts, not,

j-ust to thse dat;,a develcOned at- on-c location.(16:6-11 Each
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input reflects a man-hour or manpower requirement at a

(F given workload value. Mhe standard reflects the mannower

requirements at any given workload level within the limits

of the model. It is develop-ed orimarily through correlation

and regression analysis.(34) The sandard may be applicable

to two or more co-nds, one co-and, or one unione work

center.

The manpower standards provide the data used to

develop Program Estimating Equations (rsM). The PEE

describes and ouantifies the relationshin between manpower
requirements and program varaols.(166-8 It ds

the gap between workload factors and nror est-imating
factors. The orocedure fo develoing te PEE is as

(1) Vhe functions, s t iunctions, and work centers

to be covered by the BEE are selected, along with the pro-

gram variables to be considered in regression analysis as

program estiatgac ( The BE? is sir

the workload factor; however, a B is progra-ed in of^.-

cia). )rogrc n dccUnts, -Whereas a wo ad factor may

not be. Z--xamle-s of ?.Us areaircraft, flying hours,
dollars,.vno etc"ert. =i

(2) An aruo±~ --- to--a 'tm peidi

selected to Serve as a baselin-e.

(3) The baseline twl~ nerad is5 stwa-*ie e--:fOr

regressiol flyvsis.

(t) Work centers, fThctional accouts, and orga.x
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zation-a1 e'ennts wh-ich ar t o h-a c ov ered by th e Prn. a nd a

are also covered by current. annow-er standards re iden-I
tiie. orkload fact-ors aDnable to the st aards are

identified, ad t-4ua 1 r s_ ofthwor cdaos

and candic-ate PEFs by Xiocati lon for each tuime men od i

obtained.
(5) he an'o-ser rectredi- for each- locaion by

time neriod- is determine - by, apply1ins theaprrit

s tandards and crit"eraa us'r" - t act-ual wozrcload volumes.

(6) The PEE is developed by correlating the

requ-ired raower wdith-, the selected p-rogram estimatin g

factorIfrom the same historical time neriod.

The rannower stlandards, and corresponding BMs, are-

forwar-ded t11o EQ1 USA? where thyare aggw0ga od into zrogran-

m--g tos Thre pro6 -- 5ng- toolts are then applied t

grsswo~oa idiaor (irrft, planned utilization,

number of baetortaw nar-ower, and noliory directioM as

to course ±engths, headouarers lvels, etc.) t ~Ac

manower- ro"r-e cr "' otePt' (92.i

gross -wwrkiciad i ndicalera are also usea- to ass-ist- JC-=1 - in the devnlop-eont o f mo0r e :-cfcworkloadreur ons

wch are used tobuild and evs the manower a7toi
zation:- file Ch e s in: auwraut%-oriz s-ain file

zat-1.-i -. h -.uo

ac t-ual woryk .ent-e- aur ho-iz-ans. After- -r.-or( M o

.. UIrezen4' are zCe .erninea, ney v2 u 0al

joa cc a-d G--

I
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TIE AUTHORIZATION ALLOCATION SYSTEM

The Manpower Resource Allocation System (MI4tAS) is

the automated HIQ USAF system for processing and transmitting

manpower allocations to major commands. The MRAS inter-

faces with the Manpower Allocation and kccounting System

(MAAS), and IAJCOM standarO system for allocating and

accounting for manpower.(17:A2-1) The Manpower Authori-

zation Voucher (,11AV) is the document used to advise MAJCOMs

of Manpower Authorizations. Actual allocation occurs

through tapes which are authenticated by printed reports.

Each Major Commander must allocate manpower author-

izations within the limits of the IRAS. Manpower can,

however, be redistributed betwzben units if ceilings are

not exceeded. Typically, specific programs identified by

HQ USAF and those which the commander considers critical

receive 100" manning. After manning of the critical pro-

grams, remaining authorizations are allccated using estab-

lished manpower standards as a guide.(34) This procedure

could result in low manning in some areas. As an example,

if 850" of determined recuirements is allocated to a major

command, a. additional five percent reduction due to

manning of critica .)sitions could occur. Allocations

to base level would then be 83% of dete.ined authorizations.

If only 20 of a determined 25 authorizations are received,

and yet a work center mission is still accomplished, some

doubt is creatcd a *" the validity of the determination

process.
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The allocation system, as outlined on pages 61

through 63 by Figures 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5, begins with a

HQ USAF manpower allocation. The system is transaction

oriented and will accept USAF manpower allocations on an

as occurs basis.(19:1-6) The data received from AF is

added to the Allocation File and used to produce the USAF

allocation register. The register constitutes official

notification of an allocation. Data is then removed from

the allocation file to cause increases or decreases in the

baseline file. Any data not moved to the baseline file is

printed out as the unextended allocation register. Man-

power also receives an Extended Allocation Register

depicting a'. allocation actions taken against the allo-

cation and baseline files and a Manpower Recapitulation

Register showing the total command resources derived through

a combination of baseline and unextended allocations.

Within the system two types of actions occur in the

allocation process.(19:1-7)

(1) Unit actions consisting of activations, dis-

continuances, and reorganizations which add or delete

packages of authorizations to a given unit. These actions

make up the Unit Control File (UCF). From the UCF is pro-

duced the Unit Control Iaster Register which lists all

command units with corresponding basic authorizations

packages, and the Unit Control Change Register which con-

tains all chajiges processed against the Unit Control File

in a cycle.
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(2) Basic authorization actions representing 'The

actual construction and uDdate of the Basic Authorization

packages. These actions male up the Basic Authorization

File (BAF). From the BIF the Basic Authorization Change

Register is produced which lists all changes affecting

the Basic Authorization Packages in the cycle, and the

Basic Authorization Register, which contains all command

developed Basic Authorization packages.

The unit and basic authorization actions are then

merged to produce a composite Unit Authorization File (UAF).

The UAF is compared to .he Baseline File to assure that

all intended allocation actions have occurred. From the

UAF is derived the Manpower Authorization File which con-

tains detailed identification of allocated manpower that

has been distributed to units. This data is sent to HQ USAF

in the HAF-7102, a report required for determination of

manpower posture by comn(zd, and for transmission to the

military personnel center, where manning actions are taken

against the manpower authorizations.(1S:A2-1 ) In addition,

the UAF is used to compile the Unit Detail Listing (UDL)

which is distributed as co=man ds determine. The Manpower

Data File (IDF), also prodIced from the UAF, is transmitted

to base level in the HAF-039 reDort. The MMF contains

manpower authorization data by unit. A position number

is affixed at cornmand level to each group of like authori-

zations to facilitate man/job matching at base level.

The Consolidated Unit Control iegister (CUCR) is

U,
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compiled from the SAF and the UCF. It contains officer,

airmen, ad civilian st-renths by earth Basic Authorization

Package for each unit. Also included is a recapitulation

by grade and program eeMent for each unit and each base.

The CUCR is the document against which UCF actions are

taken in the succeeding cycles of the system.(19:1-10)

Base level actions zre outlined in Figure 4-5.

Personnel data extracted fro -f.icer,, airmen and civilian

records are merged to produce the 1annpower and Personnel

Assignment Document (-PA).(19:1-12) The I-TPAD is lesigned

to inform the unit commander of the pcsitions authorizedI

for his unit, and the individuals assigned or projected to

be assigned to the positions.

Thus, the manpower programing/_llocation cycle is

completed. it is emphasized; however, that it is a complex
system with ever-chan.ging inuts . Factors such as the

budgetary ceilings imposed by Congress, the need for
advanced weapon systems, personnel costs, the complexity

of new weapons systems, and manpower ceilings imposed by

Congress and DOD all have a significant impnct upon the

programming cycle. The point to be remembered; howZever,
is that within"%.,sn constraints the manoo-er standard

is the primary basis for the progrming and allocation of

mannower authorizations. Therefore, ny errors evisting

in mannower standardis "'ll result in erroneous authori-

zations.

-I-



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AMU;D RECOI4E.DS-ATIO'TS

CONCLUSIONS

Two major findings contribute to the conclusion

that manpower standards contain some error due to the

computations in7olving worker availability. The first

concerns the assUzotion of honogeneity with respect toiI
nonavailable time.

The data indicates a significant difference between

the availability of officers and enlisted personnel.

Within each of these classifications it can be showm that

a significant difference exists between availability of

2 ±different grades. It can be further demonstrated that

there is a sigificant statistical dependent relationshin

between military grade and nonavailable time. Therefore,

the conclusion can be made that the use of a constant

estimate of available time for all military work centers

is incorrect.

With regard to civilian employees, the data is

significant to establish a statistical deendent relation-

ship between pay grade and nonavailable time, and betweenI
5"
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pay grade and lengt-,%h of service. Based on this finding

the hypothesis that eivilians are horao[Geneous with respect

to nonavaLlable time can be rejected. 1It1 can therefore be

concluded that appliCaticn of a constant estimate for avail-

ability of civilian work cent"ers is incorrect.

The aplication of a constant estimate of avail-

ability to all work centers when in fact availability is

not a homogeneous variable results in erroneous recuirem-ents

determination. Some work centers will receive more authori-

zations than they require urniie others will receive less.

The second finding -which contributes to the con-

clusion that manpower- standards are in error is tE.he strong

implication that current measurements of nonavailable tine

are not accurate. This imlica tion is Supported by theI

f ollowing:

()The nonavai.Lable time measured by AYIP, work

sampling studies is significantly different from the nor.-

= available time estimates de-termined through surveys, civil--

ian timecards, med-ical records, et cetera, which are cur-A

ren'tly used to detLermine military and civilian avaihabi it4,Y.

(2) I'easurement of nonavailable time for six AFLC

bases by work sampling techniques is shown to have a neg-

ative correlation, to measuremaents of nonavailabililty for

the same bases using dif.'erent t echnique s.

(3) Estimates Of portions of nonavailable time,

comnu-ted throulgh. identical analyzis, two years ap-t dis-

play wide differences. PoliUcy changes within the two year I
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period do not exolain the disparity of the results.

' The effect of an erroneous measurement of avail-

ability was demonstrated through simulation. The model

indicates that an error in the estimate for available time

of a given percent causes an error in the average computed

requrements by approximately the same percent for large

work centers. The errc.r becomes larger as the size of the

work center decreases. The siaificance of error in man-

power standards is that the error will be reflected to

some degree in the number of manpower authorizations

received.

Manpower standards are the primary input in the

development of the program estimating equations used to

determine overall Air Force manpower requirements. Once

overall mancwer authorizations are obtained through the

PPBS cycle they are allocated to NAJCOVS, bases and work

centers using the manpower standards as a guiae. Die to

the aggregation procedures and the complexity of the process

the exact error in authorizations resulting from an error

in the manower standard cannot be determined. However,

because the mmnpower stan rds are the primary basis for

reauirements determination and allocation, an error in the

standards will 'be reflected to soe degree in the allocation

of manpower resources.

The discussion in Chater IV also indicates that

in today's environment m f: fhnctiona- areas consistently

receive mapower authorizations which are considerably

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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below their determined requirements. Yet thesA work centers
are operating today with little or no visible impact due

to a shortage of manpower. This indicates one of three

things:

(1) The procedures for computing manpower reouire-

ments may be so inaccurate that in reality the work center

may have an adequate work force even though their authori-

zations are well below their comnuted recuirement.

(2) Necessity i the basis for iinovation.

Managers may have been forced to learn to use the available

manpower more efficiently. This increase would compensate

for the difference between recuired and authorized manpower.

(3) It is possible that the mission is not being

accomplished at the desired level, but the impact is insig-

nificant. This could ha;Den for two reasons. The output

of the work center may actually not be recuired at all or

the mission may have been accomplished at a level of per-

formance higher than actually recuired.

RECOMMr-DATIONS

A credible measurement technique is a prerequisite

to meaningfu3 manoccer recirements determination. A modi-

ficatioU of present work sampling procedures would Drovide

the means to obtain the estimate. Nona--ailable time should

be recorded by grade, sex, length of service, AYSC, and any

other variables which could possibly influence nonavailable
time. The data, compiled o-er a period of time, wouldtime TAMdata o. , I

AA
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provide the information necessary to tailor the application

o0 manDower standards to snecifi c work centers eliminating

the requirement for the assu ption of homogeneity of non-

available time for broad classifications of the work force.

When the variables which imoact nonavailable time

have been identified and their effect determined, they could

be aunlied to successively hi'aer levels of the Air Force

organizational structure to more precisely predict future

mannower recuiremments.

Once the data base has been established, an accurate

description of the distribution of nonavailable tire would

be possible. The distribution could then be used to perform
numerous types of analysis with the n of inproving the

manpower determination rocess. Prime candidates for

analysis are:

a. The develorcent of a roundinz rule which results

in the greatest probability of correctly deter-

mining manpower reauirements for any size work

center.

b T effect -at combination of small work

centers has on the accuracy of recuirem-ents

determination usingn current rounding rules.

_0 I
ti
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1 Rpsc u--horza jn BA: A atiloftatonor:7oui

of asi Authoriato (BA) hae Aen authizadton or aou

given voluz e Ci p-rogran-reo work under anrvdcnd4ios

The authorizatxon( a) contained ina basic w aut hor r i o -n4 is (are) codifiled by Air 1or=z Sncilt 'cw-iona-:

account, grade (miitary or- c.;vilian_), rated identit"-,utI

title, and related data elements. Norally a B..A is not

identified with. a sn.cific unit or location, hence, the
= basic authoiztion thas =1il4 apiablt wti aI

ra,-or corcad.(19:1--2)

2. Thzineered Manower CS2 ar: A HQ US F a3proveci,
quantitative e.5essiofl A-O apwwr o ir For-ce Spec" alty

Code, and grade reautred to accomunai-n onscribe-d task-

and alcti4vities lat varyinz. levwels of workload- voure. (i6:A2-

3.ide TFire: Any ';'.m enpended byth orrerA in exze

an avoidable delav status, oraccarmpli s'1-hi unnecess

work, when work is av able. It does not inc .e.z -for

-esoa r e p c e:22. ane lu oi Cle i ohi;-3

Idle time iS n ot nC1u mea din a cann di

ida&O. -i0 -5a

Li ed as betu in an-. i16.in C:2

5I
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4. Manace:ont Engineering Progra (NEP): A primary capa-

bility for accurately determining manpower requirements for

the Air Force. The objective of the NEP is to systematically

improve distribution/utilization of the manpower resource by:

a. Developing and maintaining manpower determinants.

b. Providing management engineering services, such

as methods improvement studies from which solutions to

management problems may be derived.(16:1-1)

5. Man-Hour: A unit for measuring work. It is equivalent

to one man working at a normal pace for 60 minutes, two

men working at a normal pace for 30 minutes, or a similar

I combination of men working at a normal pace for a period

of time.(16:A2-2)

-1 6. Nonavailable Time: Assigned man-hour losses allowed

for participation in those activities directed, recognized, =

and approved by the Air Force, which render the individual

vnavailable for assigned primary duties. Examples of non-

available causatives are leave or pass, sick call or hospi-

talization, educction and training, squadron duties (exter-

nal to the work center) and 4akin a skill knowledge test.

Transient (FCS move) activity is not included in nonavail-

able time.(16:A2-4)

S'; Ocrational Audit: The integration of four technioues--

directed requirement, good operator, hiztorical experience,

and best _dgment--into a systematic method for measuring

work activity.(16 5-35)
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8. Proi'r.= B3udfet Deci sion: A Secretary of Defense decision,

in prescribed fCormat, aut'horizing: changes to a submitted

budget estimate and the FYDP.(12:60-)

9. Prog~ram. C.- ann.e Deci si on: A Secretary of Defense decision

authorizin-rg changes to the FYDP.(12:66)

10. Program Chan-e Reus:A formal document submitted

by HQ USAF to the office of the Secretary of Defense which

proposes an adjust.ment to the FYDP.(12:66)

11. Proram EstimnatinK Eauation: A mathematical equation

that uses a broadly based, prcaram-oriented, independent

variable (DEF) to forecast and/or program manpower require-

ments into future time periods.(16:A2-3)

12. Prog~ram Estimatig ctor (PF): A statistically

derived factor (linear or curvilinear regression formula)

for the COMDutation ofL the number of manpower authorizations

to be increazed/de creased because of a oharge in the Air

Force program..(19:12-6)

13. Proj*ect ed W-o-rkload: An -amount of work proposed or

anticipated tLo meet'. the re-.uirement of a Drograml.(16:A2-3)

14. Tie Study: A work measurement method for recording

the time a wor'Ker eYxoends on each element of an operation

and the pace at w-.hich he works, under snecific conditions.

It includes t'he analysis of the data so as to deterw~ine the

time iiceSsary fCor carrying- out the operation at a defLined

standari of Derforman ce from a limited number of- obser-

va-4Lons.416:5 -_-I
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15. Unit Control File (UP:An electronic data processing

file which contains pertinent information ab'out each unit

of the co-"mand. Additionally, the file identifies t6he

Basic Authori;zations that are assig-ned to each unait.(19:12-7)

16. W1orkload Factor: (40 Am index or unit of measure which
is consistently expressive of, or relatable to, thLa.oe

required to accomplish t%-he cuantUitatively and oualitatively

defined resDonsibilities of-: a work center. (2) An end-

product, or combination thereof, that is representative of

the work performed in the work center. It may be eitherI

something physically produCed in the work center (referred

to as a production-type w.or'kload factor), or somet'hing

that is external. to, but served by, the work center (refer-j

red to as a work genera tor-tvnpe workload factor). (16:A2-5)

17. Work Center: k gr-ouping of personnel usingj-- similar

machines, processes, methods, and op-rations, and performingI

homogeneous type work, usually located in a centralized

area. I'he term is used to iden~tify a relatively small

activi ty witL hin a broad fu-nctional segment. PDerscnne'l

within a workr center -eiomwork that 'C:tsically contributes

co the same end -.roduct;- or result, and their dutiJes are

similar or claze.ly related.(1 6:A2-q5)

18 Fr cm-;- Asal-tcl --- ,D1n Drocedure

%wherein "A-L randomi ivtertfalstL ores are observed,

and the state or condition.1 of each wo r k.erG act4;i vity is

noted and cl13assified into predete. * _s-L ccories."

(16:5-10)j
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DATA FPRCYL AIR FORCE SUR~rtY



APPEUD11-IX B

SURVEY Q~UESTIC1,0;s c

Each Year military personnel are engaged ",or
a inifican.wonvo - i Ai ce directe,

:2 gnied, tndaZI-wedact~iie wn."icbh A-e not
"hsDart w..ill aPssist t".1h Air or-ce in Droner'-

pl1anning- ,zM: m nn-ing " lees to compIe-ns-ate for time
sretin l.eav.e an cuties.toa if you w, ere

NO O LC'VEni: 2:73L,~ i 1973, nO NOT

In questidons JIthrouglh ff57, estima-te t%-he
number of norzMal- duty hours snen-t in -the actLivities
shown.. belowt during th*--e Dast,- fiscal yea ,r (July 1972
through June1931

41. Commander's Call.

A. None F. 13-15 hrs J. 25-27 bras
B. 1-3 hra G. 16-18 K. 28-30
C. 4-6 H. 19W-21 .L. 31-3-
D. 7-9 I. 22-24 M., 34 or more hr-s
E. 10-12

42. Aerobi-cs- rnvys ica fII Fitne0s s PrTocE.rac (TYale) or XBX
Plan for Pr1nv Ic a'] ±tne ss (-Fer) (Includ-e
t ime foP euro~.

A. flone .;-15:, hra J. 25-27 hras
B. 1-35 U . 16-IS8 K. 20-50
0. 4 -6 L. 192. 31 -33
D. 7-S1 22-24 M. 34 or more hrs

4l3. atuie ess fr t-he PolC in General
Nilita ~b ck (Gc sbets Ccz c of

Conduct ;.:,Seuiy Di;saster trnrp -enes , anz d.Of~l1a1~l
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A. None F. 13-15 hrs J. 25-27 hrs
B. 1-3 hrs G. 16-18 K. 28-30
0C. 4-6 H. 19-21 L. 31-33
D. 7-9 I. 22-24 M. 34 or more hrs
E. 10-12

44. Counseling and reviews (includes receiving
dsneed fr c St ....direct on aflairs counseling, obtaining

$career inforzatIcn aid counseling fro= 'he 0
and n-norring directedersornel records
reviews).

A. None F. 13-15 hrs J. 25-27 hrs
B. 1-3 hrs G. 16-18 K. 28-30
0. 4-6 H. !9-21 L. 31-33
D. 7-9 1. 22-24 M. 34 or more hrs
E. 10-12

45. Boards or Cuncils (includes airman personnel
classfi ;. o rds, J..ior Officer Cruncil,
Airman/CO of the Month/Quarter Boards, and
Outstanding Airman of the Year Boards, etc.).

A. None F. 13-15 hrs J. 25-27 hrs
B. 1-3 hrs G. 16-18 K. 28-30
C. 4-6 H. 19-21 L. 31-33
D. 7-9 i. 22-24 F. 34 or more hrs
E. 10-12

46. Retreats, parades, awards, retirement ceremonies,and decoration-s resenzations. (Do not include
practice time.)

A. None F. 13-15 hrs J. 25-27 hrs
B. 1 -3 hrs G. 16-18 K. 28-30
0. 4-6 H. 19-21 L.313
D. 7-9 1 2212. M. 34 or more hrs
E. 10-12

47. Unit or base da;Is such as Staff " v Officer/
NCO, Officer/ZZ0-f-the- ay, Charge oz 2a-rr,
.tirdrcme Office- arrcs O .- I- p..
(Incluce ti rr noral du-.- b s8 01
performi as Sf DuI y Officer/MC, e-c., the
night before.)

A. None F. 13-15 h-5  J. 25-27 hrs
B. 1-3 hrs G. 16-18 K. 28-30
. t-6 H. 19-21 _U. 31-33

D. 7-9 1. 22-24 M. 34 or mote nrs
. 2
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48. Additional dut-y (include inventory duty in other
than the organization to which you are nor".ally
assigned suchas co-taissary or 1X,. sponsor duties,fund drives, and v ot ing offLi Ce r)

A. None P. 13-15 hrs J. 25-27 hrs
B. 1-3 hrs G. 16-18 K. 28-70
C. 4-6 H. 19-21 L. 31-33
D. 7-9 i. 22-24 M. 34 or more hrs
B. 10-12

49. Mor- Court (official court membershiD,
witness, ndeen-nt) ud Civil Court (Juror,
witness, or defendant).

A. None F. 13-15 hr3 J. 25-27 hrsA
B. 1-3 hrs G. 16-18 K. 28-30
C. 4-6 H. 19-21 L. 31-33
D. 7-9 1. 22-24 M. 34 or more hrs
E. 10-12

50. In/out processing in conjunction with a PCS move.
Include time processinr through such
stations as 03B0, Finance Office, TraVnortazion.

Offictr/NC0 club, Base Housing, Library, Mail
Room, etc.

A. None F. 13-15 hrs J. 25-27 hrs
B. 1-3 hrs . 16-18 K. 28-30
C. 4-6 B. 19-21 L. 31-33
D. 7-9 1. 22-24 M. 34 or more hrs

51. Persormnal or f--iiy settlementE in conjunction

with a PC03 oe. (indicae ;ue-zl fo
n ormaI dut to_,LL -. o for a house or anartment
andi s;en- i hysical Movemen; of
denendents in and out of quarters).

A. None 7. 13-15 Vr J. 25-27 brsB. I- G. 16-1 K. 28-30

C. 4-6 H. 19-21 L. 31-33
D. 7-9 I. 22-24 M. 34 or -ore hrs

52. Driver Education (indicate noral duty time
suent in Air Force-directed -driver education

courses).
A. None F'. 13-15 hra . 25-27 hra

B. 1-3 hra G. 16-18 K. 8-30

. 7-o 2 2?- 2 L 31-33 moerD. 7-9 1. 22-24 Ho. 34 or u-ore nrs a

E.___ ___ _ _ 10--12 _ _ _ _
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53. Drug Abuse Education (include time spent in
special briefings and/or reading drug abuse
educational IULera-ure).

A. None F. 1-3-15,  hrs J. 25-27 hrs
B; 1-3 hrs G. 16-i8 K. 28-30
C. 4-6 H. 19-21 L. 31-33
D. 7-9 i. 22-24 M. 34 or more hrs
E. 10-12

54. Race Relations Education (include tiMe spent
in Race Relations courses, briefings, rap
sessions, etc.).

A. None F. 13-15 hrs J. 25-27 hrs
B. 1-3 hrs G. 16-18 K. 28-30
C. 4-6 H. 19-21 L. 31-33
D. 7 I. 22-24 N. 34 or more hrs
E. 10-12

55. Project Trans t-;cn (include tine snent aw-a
from your no, Au'y learning job skills orabout' Job •oEorvs'.unitie s -ror to separation

~from the senrice).

A. None F. 1*-15 hrs J. 25-27 hrs
B. 1-3 hrs G. 16-18 x. 28-30
0. 4-6 H. 19-21 L. 31-33
D. 7-9 1. 22-2 M. 34 or core hrs
E. 10-12

56. Answering suspes (include t-me- sDent, away from
your nor=al duty arswernz the T-r-AI.uai n "ul or
other snecial surveys).

A. None F. 13-15 hrs J. 25-27 hrs
B. 1-3 1is G. 16-18 K. 28-30
0 3. 4-6 L. 31-33
Di. 7-09 1.4.34 or mor hrs

57. ootin- inlud O-al du-y times s ent is--,eiE:t vt , n: z e n -  beallet, or

A. None F . 13-i5 hrs J.2-27 hrs
I~~~-3 hrs 6I .2-0

0. '-o 1:9-21 31-534- 1 "- o i
D. 7-9 1. 22-2 4. 34 or more ;to
S. 10-E2

i

1@

I I
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60. How man-y dys of chargeable leave did you take

at the Ua-e "ioneo in the above question
#58 during the period 1 July 1972 through 30
june 1973? (Do no- include POS leave en route

to a new station, leave while TDY, or grad-
uation leave.)

A. None F. 13-15 days K. 28-30 days
B. 1-3 days . 16-18 L. 31-33
C. 4-6 H. 19-21 M. 34-36
D. 7-9 i. 22-24 N. 37-39
E. 10-12 J. 25-27 0. 40 days or more

62. How many days of chargeable leave did you take
in conjunction with TDY durir the period I july
,972 through 30 Jue 19737

A. None or not applicable 1. 22-24 days
B. 1-3 days J. 25-27
C. 4-6 K. 28-30
D. 7-9 L. 31-33
E. 10-12 M. 34-36
F. 13-15 N. 37-39
G. 16-18 0. 40 days or more

65. If you were stationed in Vietnam or Thailand
at any tiJe durig _the per1iod 1 July 1972
throush 30 June 1973, how zany days of out-
of-coGuntry ?. (rest and recuperation) didYou tae?

A. Not applicable B. 3

B.O0

C.1 G
D. 2 H. 6 days or more

M 6-0. if Jyou were -stationed in Vietnam, Thailand,

or Korea d--:a period 1 July 1972 through
30 June !973, c- ay days o
did you take?

A. Not aDzlicab-e B. 3
B.0 F.4
C. I .5
D. 2 H. 6 days or more

I
I=
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PMENDIX C

I

S UMMARY OF DA.T FROM UORK SAI LING STUDIES
For Totala e=29.6726 Std Dev=14.0271

By Base

Hil!l Tink/<er _ W-P McClellan Robins Kelly Griffissi 28.728 57.792 5254 6150 6.A64.40 3.

664 32.424 0.624 28.224 26.576 18.480 16.968
4 . 60 33.600 29.064 6 384 22.680,

9.0912 26.=41 19.992 1.512 28.728
27.048 27,384 16.296 11.928 14.784 =24.990

0.2 221 .00 22.08 8.4-00 16.29629.568 19.340 24.528 25.368 33.956 21 .000 61Dev=

28.224 22.680 34.944 24.360 29.904 32 2 6.5100
30.072 21.672 31 .584 28.728 15.792 33.768
32.424 23.856 54.776 38.472 19.152 26.8s0
992 5.280 0,072 40.152 26.544 7.056

-64 40.624 25.536 37.968 24.360 18.816
8.6 5.456 341 13.440 17.976 30.744

-5 52.080 42.840 25.872 '3.936 19.488
41.278 17.808 65,520 22.176 11.256 24.0 2
46.452 52.752 17.640 34.272 24.192 30.912

46.563 22.848 44.016 3=2 37.128 34.776
30.744 36.960 30.240 3.248
34.44 22.17 41 1,r=.952 1=22 6207

27.04s --5.r 25.872 t.3271 13.440 Std Dev=
7=34.5467 Std De=I9.4S 22 51 11.7780

ii- 7.4642,5
Std Dev= 14.1015

37,464 45.36020.4477 16.296 7=25.8209

28!9.692Std Dev=

27.216 13.0578

35.616
37.968

X=31 .6651
Std Dev
10.9128

I
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TICK NODBL,

Civil5in Wilork CenterI

0010 Dr-!SNSo'0t XO-vBR(10),XSHORT(lo)
0020 PRIflT-:'WH AT isTE ATMT LB TM TIME n
0030 R.AD:P
0040 SED=123.0

0050 DO '100 K=I,25

0060 QrK

0065 Pfi: M
.~

0070 PRINT: W4()T)X CEjiTEj. ST~PI,

000wnr Modifications for
= 0090 ~2Jt3 Mili ta-ry okCne

010-0 DO 10 1,100 0150 NU 1-AUTH
0105 SL'N=4-O. 0151 OVBR-4A1UTHm-NUN
0110 DO0 2 0 J=1 0152 CR=.0 7 7 NUrA

0120 Y=RThSEZt's) 0153 IP(VRG.K)$=U+F
0130 2-0 Sb SUl+'Th2(X M
0140 AUTH =((10-*Q)-SU.-/rp

ul,' I1t-h Audi -ii.

0170 INY(11fl,3

0170 2

0190 XO OiX)=.('xov W1;RN B ~2+.

0195 GOTO 101

0200 2 XONr=XOU-+1.

0210 3o0 =

02203 X~l0Rlif-xsnr~( 9)+i
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it 0230 10 CONTINUE

0240 DO 30 -I=1,10
0250 1INXOWVR ( i)30v3 Os31
0260 31 X0V341R'_)=X0VER(i)Iioo0.
0270 PRIN-'T:"?CB OVER BY UIX&oVER(I-)

0280 30 COGNTUE I0290 DO 40 NI10
0 300 I?(-XSor-WTI)40,4o,4

0310 41 0S0hTI&W%.CIp

0320 PRINT:"P3103 SHORT BY 1,IXSHORT(I)
0330 40 CONTiI

0340X0;X/10.

0350 PRINT':"P3103 RIGHT 011I %XONl
0351 DO 60 Lrl,10

0352 X S H ORtT (I)=0.
0353 600 X0Evt(i)-=0.
0354 XON=0.=.

0360 10=0 C0rmu

0370 MID
0380 aLP±.LO0,7INE ?Th2

0390 IN-X.G-T. .753) -zoo50
04003 I(X.GT.' 0) G0TO050
0410 IFl1%X -ST -. 35) GaOT 621
0420 I-P(X.GT. .30)G002T0 6~ 1 2
0430A IF(X.GT. . 2,3) 0zox 611
0440 IF-(X.rs?. .20) OT0 6 10
0450 IP(X.G't .17 3020T 639
0460 IP(X.G-T=. .15) -& Z

0470 v-Fkx-G -.11 ) zcc CITO637

0492 I?(X.GT.. .o=6) GO t35

0500 IP-(X.GT. .0e) G0rO E'4
0510 (LGT .0=2) 30- 3

0520 Io4GT 0) 3~ 5

053t0 TM= 0.

0540 Pc=dS
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05503 5-01 I( T..77) GOTO 6025
0560 i(X.ql7. D7)GT 2
057-0 IP(X.GT .7'3) 30=70 623
0580 i(o2..70) GO=70 622
059-0 I F(x.Go. .6-6) GMZ 621
0600 IP(x.s,,T. .63) GOT20 620
0610 I?-(x.cT. .61) 0020rv 619

0620 Ixs..57) 0020 618-
0630 IrF( X.oGT .. 1) Go20 617
0640 IF(X.G-s-. .49) G006 616
'3650 IFOx&- .4) W61
0660 TIME =1
0670 jiTjETlf
0680r 500- IF(X.G.-- .93) 0070 502
0690 I?(x-Go.k .926) GO0% 6351_
0700 I?(X.02. .92) GOTO 0--z
0705 IN.G. 49) 0W633
0710 I?-(XSTM. .89) 0070 6327
0 720O ifl.o:. .87) C0MO 631
0730 fl7xMs-r. .85z) oo 30;
0740 I?2( X .GCT7!. .84) 00% 6029

07540 I~X. Gz. .83) Do=o 22
0760 INL2.XGT. .8) 0TO 6027

0780 F&:u rW;
0790 5=32 x-0ep. 8) GO2O 6s-

08020 i2(Y X .9- -C Co'
08 30 N U. .95) 23041z

0850-1 6

0890 6: 2 ZE.
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0553 501 10(X.u02. .771) G0-a'0 625
0560 !F(7.&2 .7)G 0 24

057 1(102 .3) GMO 623
0570 !F(X.Gm .7) G50 622

0590 10(X.0?r. .66) 3OTO 621

0600 1'-(X* G. .63 Geo 460

0610 10(1.02. .6-1) cOaO 0109
0620 IF.*Gr,&. .G Z-061
0630 17(x.3?T. .51) LO0 1

0640 10(7.0?. .49) GU070 16 r

0650 iBFlx.: 4)07 1

0670 RBFU?
3680 500 !lLXG?. -93) 007VIT0 5 02
0690 iFlX.GT. 926) Gm0

0705 iflLG?. .921) 0070 634

0740 17F(1.0. .9) Gm7 63

0710 17(1.3?. atol

1230 IFlx*rs. .8c) rCo I6

0740 1-7(7.G? .sI) G0T0 -Y9

0ll750 i(1.Ga- & )3 T0
076-0 17f(YEJ.0 .0-) G0.0 0627

0770 TIME 26.

0780-R:U)

)79=3 -%L-1 T7('- GT6511C

08310 wL(xnr.L . is) :0o
r8- -M

06440%j -(X 4M-s

08=602 7fl4=2.
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09C3 RETURN

0910 603 TIME=3.

0920 RETUIFLN

0930 604 TIM'E=4.

0940 RETURN

0950 605 TIMF=5.

0960 RETURN

0970 606 TItNE=6.

0980 RETURN
0990 607 TIME=7.

r 1000 RETUI
1010 608 TIME =8.

1020 RETURN

1030 609 TIE=9.

1040 RETURN

1050 610 TfIE=10.
1060 RETUPd'

1070 611 TIME=11.

1080 RETURN
1090 612 TINE=12.

1100 RETURN

1110 613 TIPE=13,

1120 RETURI,

1130 615 TIE=15.

1140 RETURN

1150 616 TINE=16.

1160 RETURN

1170 617 TIME=17.

1180 RETUMNT

1190 618 T!I=18.

1200 RETURN

1210 619 TIt4E=19.

1220 RETURN

1230 620 TII.M=20.

1240 RETUIMR

1250 621 TiD2=21.

-_ _ _ - -_= 4_._ _ =_=
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1260 RETURN

1270 622 TIMIE=22.

1280 RETURN

1290 623 TIDE=23.

1300 RETURN

1310 624 TIME=24.

1320 RETURN
1330 625 TI=25.

1340 RETUMN

1350 627 TIMIE=27.

1360 RETURN

1370 628 TIME=28.

1380 RETURN

1390 629 TIME=29.

1400 RETURN

1410 630 TIiIE=30.

1420 RETURN

1430 631 TIME=31.

1440 RETURN

1450 632 TIDE=32.

1460 RETURN

1470 633 TIIE =33.

1480 RETURN

1490 634 TII.=34.

1500 RETURN
1510 635 TIM'E=55.

1520 RETURIT

1530 638 TI'=38.

1540 RE-TUid

1550 641 TTIIM=41.

1560 RETURN

1570 642 TIME=42.

1580 RETURN

1590 643 TII.E=43.

1600 RETURN

1610 644 TIME=44.

_ ...
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1626 RETURN
163C 646 TII%:-=46.

1640 RETURrN

1650 651 TIM*E=51.

1660 RETURN

1670 END

READY

.OEM

t*

ii

1U
I

-Ii

ii

-- I



EFFECTS OF ERROR IN THE ESTIMATE OF AVAILABLE TIIE
MILITARY WOK CETER

(Entries in the chart are the average computed requirements

exoressed as a % of actual reouirements.)

Error in Availability Estimate

Actual

Reqmnt -10% -5% -1% 0 +1% +5% +10%

1 175.70 148.80 120.70 114.50 110.50 100.00 100.00

2 139.95 122.20 105.45 103.45 101.85 100-00 100.00

3 127.40 113.17 101.73 100.73 100.23 100.00 100.00

4 121.10 108.53 100.93 100.20 100.10 100.00 99.93

5 117.75 107.42 100.40 100.08 100.02 99.98 99.24

6 115.17 105.48 100.22 100.02 100.00 99.80 96.62

7 113.07 104.11 100.11 99.99 99.97 98.79 91.84

8 111.64 103.31 99.96 99.89 99.76 97.30 89.36

9 110.41 102.89 99.96 99.81 99.40 95.09 89117

10 109.43 102.26 99.79 99.40 98.95 93.46 89.96

11 108.86 102.39 99.72 99.17 98.35 92.71 90.69

12 108.08 101.84 99.34 98.63 97.48 92.23 90.51

13 107.85 101,94 99.23 98.33 96.96 92.40 89.82

14 108.09 102.19 98.83 97.72 96.24 92.73 88.57

15 108.38 102.27 98.92 97.87 96.39 92.93 87.87

16 108.74 103.00 99.03 97.92 96.64 93.18 88.19

17 109.07 103.19 99.06 98.15 96.83 93.36 88.53

18 109.31 103.42 99.14 98.19 96.98 93.48 88.88

19 109.49 103.62 99.37 98.35 97.09 93.64 89.23

20 109.6: 103.54t 99.48 98.58 97.31 93.82 89.52

21 109.53 103.89 99.53 93.51 97.40 93.78 89.73

22 109.60 103.-3 99.60 98.70 97.57 93.93 89.80

23 109.76 104.00 99.73 98.78 97.63 93.93 89.86

24 110.04 104.01 99.72 98.84 97.79 94.10 89.93

25 110.07 104.02 99.78 98.84 97.84 94,17 89.91

I
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f EFFECTS OF ERROR IN TA2-ME ESTIMATE OF AVAILABLE TI?'2

CIVILIAN WORK CEW!?ER

(Entries in the chart are the average computed requirements

expressed as a of actual revourerments.)

Error in Availability Estimate

Actual
Reqamnt -105 -5% -1% 0 +1% +5% +10%

1 192.70 182.50 165.80 162.10 156.60 129.80 105.50

2 149.05 143.45 135.00 131.55 127.70 111.20 100.65

3 132.93 129.93 122.43 120.27 117.17 104.90 100.07

4 124.88 123.28 117.60 115.30 112.55 102.70 100.00

5 120.06 118.92 114.82 112.32 110.20 101.78 100.00

6 117,77 116.38 112.22 110.42 108.28 101.10 99.98
S7 1-76 .1 110. 2z 108.6-) -0.67 100.77 99.80

8 118,06 111.95 109.80 108.14 106.15 100.28 99.39

9 118.32 111.12 108.69 107.21 105.24 100.30 98.67

10 117.81 110.29 107.81 106.43 104.72 100.17 97.74

11 117.17 109.98 107.37 106.30 104.55 100.06 97.08

12 116.21 109.45 106.67 105.44 103.81 99.93 95.63

13 115.54 i09.62 106.52 105.21 103.75 99.85 95.16

14 115.23 109.33 105.84 104.91 103.38 99.72 94.39

15 115.05 109.32 105.59 A04.61 103.06 99.59 94.27

16 114.99 109.25 105.29 104.17 102.89 99.43 94.20

17 114.95 109.08 104.95 103.96 102.72 99.24 94.23

18 114.86 108.99 104.69 103.75 102.54 99.03 94.27- 19 114.75 108.88 104.63 103.62 102.35 98.90 94.38

20 114.63 108.84 104.48 105.61 102.31 98.83 94.37

21 114.30 108.64 104.30 103.32 102.16 98.54 94.19.1 10.-,; -41 22 114.15 108.43 1 14 03.29 102.12 98.48 94.13

23 114.10 108.34 104.07 103.16 101.97 98.29 93.85

24 114.21 108.18 103.89 105.01 101.95 98.27 93.79

25 114.07 108.02 103.78 102.84 101.35 98.07 93.60

i!IlI

-- =
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OPRTPUTED REQUIRM-M-ENT.S AS A ~6OF ACTUAL REQUIRBNBNTS

Military Work Center

For availabitv estinante 101 abo-ve actual

120%[mean of distritution.

110%

low, 110 1
9559 -

-- 90%

5, 1,0 1 5 g 2

Actual Reauirements
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COM4UTED IUQUiIRZ BTS AS A %OF ACTUAL REQUTIEIME1TS

Military Work Center

For availability estimate 5e,; above the actualI
mean of the distribution.

120%

1 105%

190%.;

100 1000 2

95%-

Actuall -'qreent s
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COKPITEI) 3EQUIRBEUS AS A % OF ACTUAL QUR!T

Mlitary Wors Center 
T

I For availability estimate 1% above actuaul
120% mean of distribution.

115%

I 110%-

105-

100 10 (%

I~ Aa

90%

Actual Requirernents
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COMPUTED REQUIRMISPS AS A % OF ACTUAL REQUIRNEMTS

Military Work Center

For a-ailability estimate equal to the actual
120 1mean of the distribution.

1151.-

110 - I

105%-

zi

_9_---.

|a

i I
10 15 20 25

Actual Requirements
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COP PITED REQURaNTS AS A % 0F ACTUAL REQUIana±S A

Military Work Center

FPr availability estimate 1% below the actual

120%- mean of the distribution.

115%1

4I

101
9 596-

2?2

Ac-Ital Require.ments
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130% 0OM UTE RQUIU.EE1TIS AS A %OF ACTUAL 3EQURMWETS

Military Work Center

125% For availability estimate 5% below actual

mean of the distribution.

1 120%

It 115%

105%

110 0500

95%

Actual Requiremeunts
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'3C OyiUnpE R3QU-IRLT--S AS A % OF ACfTAL nx-RquIR=--T 1±s
Military Wcrk Center

2I

125,- i For availability estimate IC% below the actua
1256 mean of the distribution.

120%

4

115%-

110% - .

105%!-

I
1I

I

I

! |I
1a0 l20 25

Act-aA-1 Requiremsents
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CONPUTED RXQUIRM2N2S AS A %OF ACTUAL RBQUIRfl4EflTS

Civilian Work Center

I For availability estimate 10% above actual
120% mean of distribution.

120%I
115%-1

105%-~

10 0 td 100%

95AN'

Act%-ual S-eqptrez-enta I
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131
13 CW(PUSI) 3XUIP-&M3US AS A% OF ACT!UAL REQ JR>K-WEr--S

Civilian Work Center

mean of dis-%ribution.

= 11541

105

laa

7 04521

Acua PS-uxmort
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130%COMPUTED REQUIREMEITS AS A % OF ACTUAL REQUIREM~ENTS

Civilian Work Center

125% For availability estimate 1% above actual
mean of distribution.

120%

115%1

105%

100%rto 100%

95%

90%-

510 15 20 25I

Actual Requirem~ents
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COM4PUTED REQUIRE-IONTS AS A % 0? ACTUAL IREQUIRBNENTS

Civilian Work CenterI

125%- For availability estimate equal to the
mean of distribution.

11YS

if 120%-

715%

115%;

116r-

5 015 20 2
Actual Requirements
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130% COXUTED REQUIRM . TS AS A % OF ACTUAL REQUIRPMNTS

Civilian Work Center

For availability estimate 1% below actual
125% mean of distribution.

120%-

115%

110%-

105%

100%! 100%

95%.-

90 -
UW I

5 10 15 20 25

Actual Requiren! nt_
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3%CO1PUTED BEQUIRENENTS AS A % OF ACTUAL REQUIREMENTSj

125% Civilian Workc Center]

Fravailability estimate 10% below the actual
mean of the distributiona.

120%

115% A
110%

105% r

100% 100%

95%-

90%1r

I 10 ~ 520 25
Actual Requirements
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130%

C0I'PUT18D REQUIRMORTS AS A % 0F ACTUAL REQUIRMiIENTS

Ci'vilian Work Center

125% For availability estimate 5% below the actual
mean of the distribution.

120%

110%-

100AI 100%

5 015 20 25

Actual Requirements
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